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 5 MINUTES READING #1 

 

 

During the 1500’s, around the time of Queen Elizabeth I, there were a number 

of keyboard instruments that were popular.  These included the 

HARPSICHORD, VIRGINAL, CLAVICHORD, POSITIVE ORGAN and REED ORGAN. 

In the harpsichord and virginals, the strings were 

plucked.  When a key was pressed down, a strip of 

wood called a ‘jack’ rose up inside and plucked the 

string with a plectrum made of quill or leather.  

Most harpsichords had a single manual (or 

keyboard), but occasionally double-manual 

harpsichords were made.  These might have two 

or more complete sets of strings and jacks, 

brought into use by means of hand-stops or 

pedals, so that loud and soft sounds and different 

timbres and sonorities could be contrasted.   

The rectangular virginals, popular in Elizabethan 

England, was a simple type of harpsichord with one 

string to each note, the strings running parallel to the 

keyboard.   

In the clavichord, the sounds were made by 

small brass blades called ‘tangents’ hitting 

the strings, then remaining there as long as 

the keys were held down.  Though the 

sounds was extremely soft, the volume 

could be very slightly varied according to 

how firmly keys were pressed down.  

The positive organ was of medium size and 

able to be moved: ‘positive’ meaning ‘placed 

in position’, on a table or the floor.  Two 

‘players’ were needed: one to work the 

bellows, one to press a key.  The reed organ 

(also called the regal) that generates its 

sound as air flows past a vibrating piece of 

thin metal in a frame.  The piece of metal is 

called a reed.     

The cases of early harpsichords, virginals and clavichords were often 

extensively decorated with rich and elaborate artwork of the time.   

“Colour is the 
keyboard, the eyes 
are the harmonies, 

the soul is the piano 
with many strings.  

The artist is the 
hand that plays, 

touching one key or 
another, to cause 
vibrations in the 

soul.” 
- Wassily Kandinsky 

Questions to think about: 

1. What other 
keyboard 
instrument has 
more than one 
manual 
(keyboard), as 
well as hand-
stops and 
pedals? 

2.  How does the 
layout of the 
strings within a 
virginal differ 
from that of a 
harpsichord? 

3. The clavichord 
was an extremely 
soft/quiet 
keyboard 
instrument.  Can 
you think of 
some occasions 
and places in 
Elizabethan 
England where 
this keyboard 
instruments 
would have been 
suitable? 

4. The piano was 
not invented 
until the early 
1700’s.  What 
features of these 
early keyboard 
instruments led 
to the 
development of 
the piano? 
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 5 MINUTES READING #2 

 

 

The PIANOFORTE – usually called the PIANO for short – 

was invented in the year 1700, or 1698 (historians are 

not in total agreement as to the exact date), by an Italian 

named Bartolomeo Cristofori (shown right).  He was an 

expert harpsichord maker and he called it gravicembalo 

col piano e forte – ‘a harpsichord with soft and loud’.  

But whereas in a harpsichord the strings were plucked, 

in Cristofori’s instrument, they were struck by hammers 

– lightly, or more forcefully, according to the amount of pressure made by the 

player’s fingers on the keys.  

The keyboard layout of the first pianos looked different 

to today’s piano keyboard layout; the natural keys were 

black and the accidental keys (sharps and flats) were 

white (as seen on the early piano shown left).  It was a 

man called Sebastian LeBlanc who suggested that the 

black and white keys be switched to the more 

conventional keyboard layout that we are familiar with 

today.   

This was to give the piano considerable powers of expression and offer exciting 

possibilities.  Not only might a pianist make sudden contrasts between soft and 

loud, they could also control all the various shades of timbre, sonority, and 

volume in between.  Sounds could be made to grow gradually louder, or 

gradually softer and further contrasts could be made between legato (smooth 

and sustained) and staccato (crisp and detached).  A player might shape and 

expressive melody in cantabile (‘singing’) style with his right hand, against a 

quieter accompaniment in the left hand.    

Many years after the first version of the piano was created, it was still called a 

harpsichord.  This has made it difficult to know this specific aspect of the 

history of the piano and whether the great composers of the age such as 

Scarlatti or Vivaldi knew of its existence. The 

word “pianoforte”, shortened later to piano, 

appeared only in 1732.  An Italian writer 

published an article in 1711 writing 

enthusiastically about the piano and included 

a diagram of the mechanism.  Subsequently, 

many piano builders started work because of 

what they read in that article.   

Questions to think about: 

1. What are the 
similarities and 
differences 
between the 
harpsichord and 
the piano? 

2. How do we use 
the terms 
‘piano’ and 
‘forte’ when 
referring and 
describing the 
musical element 
of DYNAMICS? 

3. Which element 
of music do the 
terms ‘legato’, 
‘staccato’ and 
‘cantabile’ 
relate to? 

4. Can you think of 
any famous 
piano pieces 
that feature an 
‘expressive 
melody in the 
right hand 
against a 
quieter 
accompaniment 
in the left 
hand’? 

“The only 
instrument I can 

play is piano.  
Whenever I make 
songs at home, I 

play the piano and 
make them on the 

piano.” 
- Yoko Ono 
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 5 MINUTES READING #3 

 

 

The modern piano has a range of up to 

seven and a quarter OCTAVES – 

greater than that of any other 

instrument except the organ.  The 

strings of the piano are stretched 

across an iron frame.  Behind this 

frame is a soundboard which increases 

the volume of the sound and enriches 

its timbre and sonority. Bass notes on a 

piano have a single string each, notes 

in the tenor range have two and the 

remaining notes have three strings 

each.  The pitches of the various notes 

depend upon the length, the thickness and then tension (or tightness) of the 

strings.  The shorter the string, the thinner the string, the tighter the string, the 

faster it will vibrate and so the higher the pitch. 

When a key on the piano is 

pressed down it sets in motion a 

complicated mechanism which 

results in a felt-covered hammer 

hitting the string or strings 

belonging to that note.  As soon 

as the key is released, a felt-

covered damper, lifted before 

the impact of the hammer, now 

falls back so that the strings are 

dampened, and their sound 

immediately silenced.   

The piano has two (sometimes three) pedals.  The one on the right, called the 

sustaining pedal, causes all the dampers to be lifted, allowing any strings which 

are struck to vibrate freely until the pedal is released.  If the pianist depresses 

the pedal on the left, called the soft pedal, a softer, more muted sound is 

produced.  In an ‘upright’ piano this may be affected by a layer of felt coming 

between the hammers and the strings.  In a ‘grand’ (horizontal, wing-shaped) 

piano, this pedal causes the entire action (keyboard and hammers) to shift 

slightly to the right, so that hammers can now strike only two of three strings, 

or a single string instead of two, thereby producing less volume. 

Questions to think about: 

1. Can you think of any 
other musical 
instruments which use 
a ‘soundboard’ to 
increase the volume of 
the sound and enrich 
the timbre and 
sonority? 

2. What three things do 
the pitches of the 
various notes on a 
piano depend upon? 

3.  What would happen 
to the sound of a note 
if pianos didn’t have 
dampers? 

4. Can you think of any 
other musical 
instruments that use 
foot pedals? (It 
doesn’t have to be in 
the same way of that 
as a piano) 

“What has keys but 
can’t listen to the 
beauty it unlocks? 

A piano.” 
 

- Jarod Kintz 
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 5 MINUTES READING #4 

 

 

The modern organ is the most complicated of 

all instruments.  Its sounds are produced by 

wind blowing through several complete sets, 

or ranks, of pipes.  In each rank, the pipes are 

graded by size and therefore in pitch and 

each rank produces its own particular timbre 

and sonority.  Organs used to be blown by 

means of hand or foot-operated bellows; but 

nowadays there is an electric blower to 

produce the wind.  

The ranks of pipes are connected to two or more keyboards called manuals 

(from the Latin word ‘manus’ meaning ‘hand’).  The pedals are made of wood 

and arranged in a similar pattern to the black and white keys on a keyboard.  

The organist plays on these by using the toe or heel of each foot.  Notes are 

sounded by pressing down keys or pedals, so allowing wind to pass through 

the appropriate pipes.  The pitch of a note depends mainly upon the length of 

the pipe.  

The shorter the pipe, the 

higher the note 

The longer the pipe, the lower 

the note 

There are two main kinds of 

organ pipe: flue pipes, which 

produce their sounds in the 

same way as a recorder; and 

reed pipes, which have a thin 

strip of metal which vibrates as 

the air passes through.   

The organist decides which ranks of pipes will sound by pulling out various 

stops.  Each stop controls a rank of pipes of a particular timbre and sonority.  

The sounds range from the basic characteristic organ tone, called ‘diapason’, 

to sounds imitating other instruments such as flute, trumpet, oboe, clarinet, 

viola and so on.  The organist can mix together different kinds of sound, or 

they can contrast one against another, playing with each hand on a different 

manual.  By using ‘coupler stops’ two or more keyboards can be coupled 

together and played from one keyboard, providing a richer mixture of timbres 

and sonorities and, when needed, a greater volume of sound.  

Questions to think about: 

1. What are the 
advantages of 
an organ having 
more than one 
manual 
(keyboard)? 

2. Can you think of 
any particularly 
famous pieces 
of organ music 
that you know? 

3. Why is the 
organ an 
effective 
instrument to be 
used at large 
occasions such 
as weddings 
and 
coronations? 

4. Apart from 
churches and 
cathedrals, 
where else 
might you find 
an organ? 

5. To what extent 
do you agree 
with Mozart 
that the organ is 
the ‘King of 
Instruments’? 

“To my eyes and 
ears the organ will 
ever be the King of 

Instruments.” 
- Wolfgang Amadeus 

Mozart 
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 5 MINUTES READING #5 

 

 

The accordion was invented in the early 1800s by Friedrich Buschmann in 

Germany. In German, the instrument was referred to as the Akkordeon, a 

name derived from the word 'Akkord' which means 'musical chord, concord of 

sounds'. The accordion has keys like a piano, but it is held by the accordionist 

while playing. Sound is created when the keys (or buttons as some designs 

have) are pushed while the accordionist expands or compresses the bellows. 

Keys or buttons are played on the left and right side. The accordion is popular 

in a variety of music styles around the world today.   

The accordion is used in pop music, folk music, Cajun music, jazz, classical, 

zydeco, and dance-pop.  Accordion music can be found in Mexico, Brazil, 

Columbia, Europe, the United States, Canada, South America, and many other 

places.

 

The bellows are the section of cloth, cardboard, leather, and metal located in 

between the two manuals (keyboards and buttons). The bellows are expanded 

and contracted by the accordionist, which creates vacuum and pressure and 

drives air through the reed chambers to create sound.  

Several cities in the United States have designated the accordion as their 

official instrument including St. Paul, 

Skokie, and Detroit. San Francisco 

considers the piano accordion to be its 

official instrument. 

Accordions are still made with a lot of 

human hands as opposed to by 

machinery. Some parts are made by 

machine but the best are mostly hand 

made by craftsman.  

Questions to think about: 

1. “The accordion 
is able to 
sustain sound 
for a much 
longer time 
than most other 
instruments.”  
Can you think of 
any other 
instruments 
that can sustain 
sounds for a 
long time? 

2. How does 
playing the 
accordion differ 
to playing a 
piano or 
keyboard? 

3. Accordions are 
popular in Folk 
Music.  Can you 
think of any Folk 
Songs that you 
know that 
feature the 
accordion? 

4. Can you think of 
any other places 
where you’d 
hear accordion 
music? 

“Since I play piano, I 
can play the right 

hand on the 
accordion no 

problemo.  It’s the 
left hand with the 

buttons that makes 
me crazy.” 

- Donna Lynne Champlin 
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 5 MINUTES READING #6 

 

 

The keyboard is a musical instrument of the electronic instrument family. 

Keyboards are very similar to a piano in appearance and are capable of 

producing a variety of sounds that would normally require a large number of 

instruments to produce. Some more expensive elaborate keyboards are used 

for stage performances to replace the sounds of an orchestra within a band, or 

for recording purposes in studios. The more expensive and professional 

keyboards are digital pianos, stage pianos, synthesizers, workstations, midi 

controllers, and keytars. Modern keyboards have several main components 

including the musical keyboard (black and white keys that looks like a piano). 

User interface software (a program within the keyboard controlled by the 

menu), computerized musical arranger (software to produce chords and 

rhythm), amplifier and speaker (internal sound system), power supply (usually 

an AC adapter), MIDI terminals (input and output for hooking up to a computer 

or other instruments). 

Some features of keyboards include chord recognition, demonstration songs, 

touch sensitivity, after touch, polyphony, multi-timbre, split point, 

accompanying tracks, tempo, auto harmonizing, pitch bending, vibrato, 

drawbars, and piano action to mimic the feel of a traditional acoustic piano 

while playing. 

 

One of the most successful keyboard manufacturing companies is Yamaha, 

which sells more than 770,000 keyboards of various models each year. Casio is 

another leading keyboard manufacturing company.  In several countries such 

as Japan, India, China, and Indonesia the keyboard is referred to as an organ. In 

Russia the keyboard is usually referred to as a synthesizer despite whether it is 

a stage piano, or digital piano.  Keyboards are used in a wide variety of music 

genres including rock, pop, gospel, jazz, blues, alternative and many more. 

Famous keyboard players include Billie Currie of Ultravox, Vadim Pruzhanov of 

DragonForce, Bernie Worrell of Parliament-Funkadelic, George Duke, Jan 

Hammer, Steve Winwood, Ray Manzarek of The Doors, and Tony Banks of 

Genesis. 
 

Questions to think about: 

1. The image of 
the keyboard 
above is shown 
with a couple of 
“accessories”.  
Can you identify 
and name 
these? What 
other 
accessories are 
commonly 
found with 
keyboards? 

2. How much do 
you think a 
“reasonable” 
keyboard for 
home use would 
cost?  What 
about a 
keyboard for 
schools?  And 
what about a 
keyboard for 
professional 
keyboard 
players? 

3. Can you think of 
any other 
keyboard 
functions or 
famous 
keyboard 
performers that 
aren’t listed 
here? 

“You treat the air as 
a canvas and the 

paint is the chords 
that come through 
your fingers, out of 

the keyboard” 
- Pharrell Williams 


